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Old time jamaican gospel songs lyrics

Disney 1 Part of Your World ADD TO PLAYLIST Lyricist Howard Ashman and composer Alan Menken left the park with the entire soundtrack to The Little Mermaid — and Part of Your World is one of the greatest songs I want of all time. 2 Let It Go (Frozen) 3 Remember Me (Coco) ADD TO PLAYLIST
This song about Coco's deceased relatives is a rare song that celebrates family love over romantic love (try to keep it together when you tire it out). 5 Be Prepared (The Lion King) ADD TO PLAYLISTA great music the Disney villain can actually make a movie, and Scar's solo in The Lion King does just that.
Unlike Gaston of Beauty and the Beast or Ursula of The Little Mermaid, Scar doesn't try to soften his villainy to become more pleasant - he's a direct evil and we kind of like him that way. 6Th You're Welcome (Moana) ADD TO PLAYLISTIs there anything The Rock can't do? He fights, acts, and in Moana,
he carries this arrogant melody. Lin-Manuel Miranda, creator of the Broadway musical Hamilton, was one of the composers of the musical team behind this film, and this is the song where you can feel its influence inspired by hip-hop. 8 Be Our Guest (Beauty and the Beast) ADD TO PLAYLISTOnly Disney
could turn dinner into a stunning Busby Berkeley-style production. The lyrics of this showstopper from Beauty and the Beast are filled with funny sides and clever rhymes, and Jerry Orbach does it all with a whimsical French accent. 9 Baby Mine (Dumbo) ADD TO PLAYLIST You may not think of Dumbo's
Baby Mine when the time comes to do Disney karaoke, but for all disney fans who are parents out there, this one pulls the strings from the heart. 10 A Whole New World (Aladdin) ADD To PLAYLISTAguvel the best Disney duet, this song by Aladdin takes listeners on a magical carpet ride of emotions. No
for nothing, this one brought home an Oscar for best original song. 11 A Spoonful of Sugar (Mary Poppins) ADD TO PLAYLISTVoque you would think that a song about how to take the good with evil would be a downer, but this classic of Mary Poppins, written by the famous Sherman brothers, is so
excited that you hardly know you are learning a lesson. 12 I Won't Say I'm in Love (Hercules) ADD TO PLAYLISTThe songs are not Hercules' greatest strength — which would be Al Hirschfeld's character drawings — but Meg's tobou I Won't Say I'm in Love is a sleepy hit. The Muses that act as supporting
singers give you some extra weight. 13 An Unusual Prince/Once Upon a Dream ADD TO PLAYLISTOkay, so Disney had a bit of help from Tchaikovsky with this — the melody was taken from the composer's music for the ballet version of Sleeping Beauty. That's probably why it seems so easy to dance
(even with an owl as a dance partner). 14 What is this? (The Nightmare Before Christmas) ADD TO PLAYLISTThis track from The Nightmare Before you can go to your favorite Disney music playlist and your Christmas music playlist. Christmas. and played by Danny Elfman of Oingo Boingo, captures both
a childish innocence and an adult sense of longing. 15 Kiss the Girl (The Little Mermaid) ADD TO PLAYLISTVoque you have to deliver it to Sebastian from The Little Mermaid: It seems that a swarm of fish and birds would be a definite diversion, but he disputes them until they become the best mood
setters. 17 Life's a Happy Song (The Muppets) ADD TO PLAYLISTThe opening number of the Muppets features a lot of very specific humor for the Muppets, and human actors Jason Segal and Amy Adams really commit to it. 18 Gaston (Beauty and the Beast) ADD TO PLAYLISTOne of the best things
about Beauty and the Beast is the way it subverts typical fairy tales. Someone like Gaston would be the hero or prince in most stories; here, he is the villain, and this song does a good job of punctuating the convenience of his virility. 19 Grim Grinning Ghosts (The Haunted Mansion) ADD TO
PLAYLISTThis choice is a trick, since the song isn't in any of the popular animated films — it's most famous for being the music you play during the Haunted Mansion ride in Disney parks. But it's fun, and if a voice sounds familiar, it's probably Thurl Ravenscroft (also known as, the voice behind You're a
Mean One, Mr. Grinch.) 21 Almost There (The Princess and the Frog) ADD TO PLAYLISTThe New Orleans song is so vibrant, it's almost hard to believe it took until 2009 from The Princess Frog and the Frog to set an animated musical. But we're lucky they finally did, with this jazzy music about working
hard to achieve their goals. 22 King of New York (Newsies) ADD TO PLAYLISTThis song is so good, that one must believe that the reason they made the musical newsies was to bring it to the stage. If you watch the movie, however, you can see a young Christian Bale on the set. 26 Candle on the Water
(Pete's Dragon) ADD TO PLAYLISTHelen Reddy sings this ballad Pete's Dragon, which is one of the simplest and most beautiful melodies on the Disney list. 27 A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes (Cinderella) ADD TO PLAYLISTSO that many of Disney's best songs are about wishes or desires and this
cinderella really dials into what it's like to have a great dream. 30 Heigh-Ho (Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs) ADD TO PLAYLISTThis ditty of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is the song that makes every child want to learn to whistle. 31 Shiny (Moana) ADD TO PLAYLISTDisney goes glam rock in a
bowie-esque number of Moana, executed with arrogance by Jemaine Clement of Flight of the Concords. Here, another villain likes his wickedness - though for him, it's a mark of his fabulosity. 32 He's a Tramp (Lady and the Tramp) ADD TO PLAYLISTPeggy Lee smolders as a pup (appropriately) called
Peg, which warns Lady about the lost paths of the in Lady and the Tramp. Lee actually does some voices in the film, including Darling, but Peg is the most fun. 33rd Reflection ADD TO PLAYLISTMulan does not have a ton of but when they sprinkle them, they make them count, as with this ballad on the
rise. 34 Everybody Wants to Be a Cat (The Aristocats) ADD TO PLAYLISTWith Scatman Cruthers performing on the track, this issue of The Aristocats is one of the rare cases where music alone is better than the film as a whole. 35 Hakuna Matata (The Lion King) ADD TO PLAYLIST Many of Disney's best
songs have a character who explains a philosophy of life, and the Lion King's motto Without Worries is one of the best out there. In addition, the comic duo Timon and Pumbaa (and their fart jokes) never stop making children laugh. 36 Lost in the Woods (Frozen II) ADD TO PLAYLISTSure, Into the
Unknown is destined to be the standout track of Frozen II 2019, but there's how other great, Idina Menzel-sung rafter-breaker could live up to Frozen's Let It Go. Instead, the Frozen II soundtrack stands out when it tries something on a totally different record, like the soft lullaby from All Is Found and this, a
tribute to the powerful ballads of the 80s. After two films, Hamilton co-star Jonathan Groff finally gets a song for himself (this isn't about reindeer at least), and it's worth waiting for two films. (Weezer's coverage of credits is also very good.) 37 Oo-De-Lally (Robin Hood) ADD TO PLAYLISTOpens:
Sometimes, before you go to bed at night, you still think, Damn, what a day. Robin Hood's little melody is so catchy. 38 A Cover Is Not the Book (Mary Poppins Returns) ADD TO PLAYLISTVoque you don't think of Mary Poppins as being a rock performer, but this number of Mary Poppins Returns proves
otherwise — with a little help from Lin-Manuel Miranda of Moana. 39 Barking on the Moon (Bolt) ADD TO PLAYLIST Even if you've never seen Bolt, you can still enjoy this country-influenced meditation on what it means to call home somewhere. It was written and played by Jenny Lewis, a former child star
turned indie-rocker. 40 Colors of the Wind (Pocahontas) ADD TO PLAYLISTPocahontas's soaring ballad has lyrics from Broadway legend Stephen Schwartz, creator of musicals such as Wicked and Godspell. This content is created and maintained by third parties and imported into this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Everyone loves to sing along with their favorite songs, but sometimes it's hard to figure out what these singers are really saying. The good news is that, most of the time, the letters we think we
hear are much funnier than the actual letters. Check out the funniest song lyrics ever said. Via Getty Images/Evening Standard Jimi Hendrix's iconic rock anthem Purple Haze is known for its commonly misheard words. Real letter: Excuse me while I kiss the sky. Via Getty Images/Harry Herd Young, Every
Time You Go Away. We're sure that's not what Paul had in mind when he wrote this song. Real letters: real: Once you go away, you take a piece of me with you. Via Getty Images/Tom Hill Poor Starship. We're sure they weren't thinking about sausages when they wrote the success of the '80s, we built this
town. Real letter: We built this city in rock 'n' roll. Via Getty Images/Michael Ochs Archives Why would Abba be kicking a screaming Dancing Queen? What did she do to them? Royal lyrics: See that girl, watch this scene, diggin 'the dancing queen. Via Getty Images/Bob King Some of my best dreams are
about cheese, but that's not the point. Eurythmics definitely wasn't thinking about cheddar when they wrote Sweet Dreams. Real letter: Sweet dreams are made of these. Via Getty Images/Jason Kempin/TAS18 When Taylor Swift released Blank Space, there was no living soul that could say what it was
saying in this letter. Even T-Swift's own mother called and asked why she was singing about starbucks! Real letter: I have a long list of ex-lovers, they will tell you that I am crazy. Via Getty Images/Paul Natkin Bon Jovi wasn't really talking about nudity in the hit Livin' on a Prayer. Real letter: It makes no
difference whether we do it or not. Via Getty Images/Suzie Gibbons To be honest, the actual lyrics to Queen's We Will Rock You don't make much more sense, but it's definitely less threatening to the feline population. Real letter: Kicking your can everywhere. Via Getty Images/David Warner Ellis This is
another one that everyone seems to hear badly. Elton John wrote a song about Tiny Dancer, not the guy who's the Boss? Real letter: Hold me close now, little dancer. Via Getty Images/JIL Studio Yes, I think it rains in Africa. What do I know? Toto. No, that's not how it happened. Royal letter: I bless the
rains in Africa. Via Getty Images/Gie Knaeps When Pearl Jam released their single, Even Flow, no one really had much clue to what vocalist Eddie Vedder was saying... but we still loved it like he said. Real letter: Even flowing, thoughts arrive like butterflies. Via Getty Images/Ian Gavan Sir Elton again?
Yes! In Benny and the Jets, no one could figure out what he meant by electric boobs, and then when they heard the actual lyrics, they still had no idea what he was talking about. Real letter: She has electric boots, a mohair suit, you know I read in a magazine, oh. Via Getty Images/Julian Yewdall Call this
a poorly heard letter to the digital age. We are certain that The Clash was not thinking about computing when they wrote this song; we're also sure we're going to sing this every time we need to lock the taskbar from now on. Royal lyrics: Rock the Kasbah. Via Getty Images/Jeff Kravitz In the early 2000s,
Alanis Morissette gave us just the furious anthem we didn't know we needed with You Should Know. But what's with the cross-eyed bear? So many fans have barely heard this letter she received plush-eyed at concerts. Real letter: The cross I carry you gave gave me. Via Getty Images/Shinko Music
Creedence Clearwater Revival is known for many things, and this poorly heard lyrics are one of them. Your perceived directions to the bathroom are useful, for sure... but not necessarily accurate. Real letter: There's a bad moon on the rise. When Nirvana came on the scene in the '90s, no one had heard a
sound like theirs. They went on to define the grunge era... but no one knew exactly what Kurt Cobain was saying in Smells Like Teen Spirit. It turns out that the badly heard letters made as much sense as the actual letters. I mean, they didn't make sense. Real letter: A mulatto, an albino, a mosquito, my
libido. Via Getty Images/Matthew McNulty From what we know about Hollywood, those misread words from Miley Cyrus are actually quite accurate. That's a Party in america! Royal letter: Welcome to the land of excess fame. Via Getty Images/Kevin Winter Boy, Pink sure loves raisins! No, not really. Your
lyrics from Learn To Love Again are not about fruit. Real letter: Just give me one reason, just a little is enough. Via Getty Images/Rick Kern Sia's Cheap Thrills ruled the airways in 2016, but there was a bit of confusion about what she was dressing up to hit. Real lyrics: Until I go to the dance floor, go to the
dance floor. Via Getty Images/Morne de Klerk No, not the beets! Anything but the beetroot! What were the Rolling Stones really saying here? Real letter, I will never be your beast of burden. Via Getty Images/Dave J Hogan Ed Sheeran's one-night love letter, The Shape of You, is filled with possible ill-
heard lyrics. Real letter: Now my sheets smell like you. Via Getty Images/Kevin Mazur Dang, Carrie Underwood! Those words to Before he cheats are obscure! We didn't know she was a Tony Soprano girl. Real letter: I took a Louisville scout to both headlights.
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